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Labor legislation

Amendments to the Rules and
terms of issuance of work
permits on foreign labor force
attraction

Pursuant to the changes, individuals
performing international integrated
educational programs provided that
their total quantity does not exceed
50% of the staff, are now exemptions
from the Rules. Also, from now on
representative offices of foreign legal
entities do not have to comply with
the requirements on local content in
personnel.

The Rules will become effective 10
calendar days after the date of first
official publication. At the moment of
preparation of the Tax and Legal

Alert, the Rules were not published.1

Quotas and terms of foreign
labor force attraction on
priority projects in 2013

The Resolution of the Government of
the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 386
dated 22 April, 2013 established quota

and conditions for issuance and
prolongation of permits of attraction
of foreign employees for the project
“Enhancement and reconstruction of
Ekibastuz GRES-2 with installation of
station power generating unit No.3”
with implementation period until
2015, and project “Production of
bonding materials for special
purpose” (dry pack mortar and
cement)” with project implementation
until the end of 2013.

Pursuant to the Resolution, the quota
for the project “Enhancement and
reconstruction of Ekibastuz GRES-2
with installation of station power
generating unit No.3” is 919
employees and under quota for project
“Production of bonding materials for
special purpose” (dry pack mortar and
cement)” 40 foreign employees will be
able to perform labor duties in the
Republic of Kazakhstan (“RK”).

The Resolution became effective on 27
April 2013.2
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Migration

New Rules of issuance, validity and
prolongation of visas

The Rules are elaborated in accordance with the
Law “On migration”, Consular statute of RK, the
Rules of entrance to and stay in RK and are
applicable to foreign individuals and stateless
persons.

In accordance with the Rules, all visas are
divided into 3 types: immigration, non-
immigration and exit visa. The following visas
are considered as non-immigration: diplomatic,
business, service, investor, missionary, tourist,
private and transit; the immigration visas
include for permanent residency, family reunion,
for education, work type visa and for
humanitarian purposes. The Rules introduced
the categories of visas. Thus, the diplomatic type
of visa contains «А1», «А2» and «А3» 

maintenance of equipment only after submission
of documents, verifying the demand of
continuous stay in RK or stateless person for the
term exceeding 30 days within one year. Such
documents are the notarized copies of contracts
both in Russian and Kazakh languages. Similar
requirements on mandatory evidence of
notarized copies of contracts and agreements in
two languages are demanded for issuance of
multiple entry visas of “D3” category to the
individuals, coming for holding negotiations,
concluding of contracts as well as rendering of
consulting or audit services. Specifically, the
visa is granted for the term of up to three years
with the right of stay in not more than 30 days at
one entrance, but not more than 60 days within
180 days. Also, the Rules regulate in detail the
terms and conditions of visa issuance for the
persons conducting transportation services.

In order to perform labor duties, the immigrants
claim for work-type visa of «M1», «M2», «M3»,
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categories, service – «В1», «В2» and «В3», 
investor - «С1» and «С2», business – «D1», 
«D2», «D3», «D4», «D5», «D6», «D7» and
«D8», the work type visa - «M1», «M2», «M3»,
«M4» and «M5». The exit type of visas are
divided into categories «P1», «P2», «P3», «P4»
and «P5».

The Rules determined the new category of
immigrants – ethnic Kazakhs – and stipulated
special regulations of entrance to RK with regard
thereto. Ethnic Kazakhs arriving to RK on
private affairs are entitled to submit an
application for visa for the term of up to one year
with the right of stay within the term of visa
validity.

The maximum term of “private” type of visa
validity for other categories of immigrants does
not exceed 180 days provided that each term of
stay does not exceed 120 days at every entrance.

The Rules also addressed additional
requirements to the immigrants when applying
for “business” type of visa. The “D2” category of
business visa is issued for individuals, headed for
business trips as well as for the provision of
fitting, repairing works and technical

claim for work-type visa of «M1», «M2», «M3»,
«M4» and «M5» categories, thereby the Rules
differentiate the conditions with regard to visas
dependant on the category of employee. The
total term of multiple entry visas is one year or
within the validity of work permit, provided that
the terms of stay are similar. The business
immigrants arriving to RK for establishment of
businesses and entrepreneurial activities cross
the boarder and leave from RK on the basis of
multiple entry “M4” category visa, allowing
staying for one year. Seasonal employees have
the right to apply for single, double, triple visas
of “M5” category with the total term of up to one
year.

According to the Rules, the citizens of 48
developed countries are subject to special
regulations. Thus, they are permitted to obtain
short-term visas without invitations (visa
support). The Rules also stipulate different
procedure of visa issuance on the ground of
principle of reciprocity.

As per changes the validity periods of business
type visa based on invitation of legal entities,
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private, tourist and transit visas are not
prolonged. When making decision on visa
granting, the political and migration situation in
the home country or permanent residency is
taken into account.

The Rules came into force on 28 May 2013.3

Financial regulation

National standard of financial statement

Under the Order of the Minister of Finance and in
accordance with the Law “On accounting and
financial statement” the standard of financial
statement (the “Standard”) that determines the
principles and characteristics of the financial
statement, accounting books maintenance and
preparation of the financial statements by the
subjects of small business and legal entities with
the sole activity being the operations on the

RK No. 134 dated 14 February, 2013 “On approval
of the Rules on purchase of goods, works and
services when conducting operations on
subsurface use”.

The Resolution came into force on 5 May 2013.5

Amendments to the Rules on state
(re)registration of legal entities –
participants of the Almaty financial
centre

The National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(“NB RK”) approved the new Rules of state (re)
registration of legal entities – participants of
Almaty financial centre, which replaced the Rules
as of 2007. From now on the state registration
will be conducted by NB RK, prior to adoption of
the amendments it was the Agency on regulation
of the activities of the financial centre, which
conducted registration.

The Rules simplified the registration
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the sole activity being the operations on the
exchange of foreign currency (the “Subjects”)
was elaborated.

Pursuant to the Order, the order of the Minister
of Finance No. 218 dated 21 June 2007 “On
approval of the National standard of financial
statement” and the order of the Minister of
Finance No. 217 dated 21 June 2007 “On approval
of the National standard of financial statement
No.2” ceased to be in force.

The Order does not apply to financial
organizations and special financial companies,
established in accordance with the legislation on
project financing and securitization and Islamic
special financial companies performing activities
as per the legislation on securities.

The Order took effect on 15 May 2013.4

Subsurface use

The Rules on purchase of goods, works
and services when conducting operations
on subsurface use came into effect

In the issue of Tax and Legal Alert No. 3 we
informed on the Resolution of the Government of

The Rules simplified the registration
requirements. The requirements on submission of
the Minutes of constitutive meeting and
documents, confirming the legal address of such
legal entities are excluded from the list of
submission documents. State registration is
conducted not later than within one working day,
following the day of submission of the application
accompanied with the set of documents. The
information on participants of financial centre is
entered into the National Registry of business
identification numbers by the justice authority in
accordance with notifications, directed by NB RK.

For the purposes of re-registration, the legal
entity submits three copies of statutory
documents instead of currently effective two
copies, the resolution or statement of the
authorized body on state re-registration, originals
of the previous statutory documents along with
the document confirming payment of registration
fee. In case of re-registration of the economic
partnership, the legal entity is to submit to NB RK
the document, confirming the right of leaving
member on participation interest in the property
or part of it, except for economic partnerships,
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in which the maintenance of the register is
conducted by the professional participant of
securities market. Foreign legal entities are
additionally required to submit the statement
from trade register and copy of the document,
proving the identity of the foreign founder.

The amendments also simplified the liquidation
procedure. Should the Rules come into force,
the legal entities do not have to submit the
certificate on state registration, taxpayer
certificate, interim and final liquidation
balances, the certificates of good standings to NB
RK, provided that the stated legal entities will
submit the certificate on cancellation of stocks
instead of notification. The Rules also introduce
a requirement on submission of the inquiry on
absence of indebtedness on customs payments.
The liquidation is conducted within five days.

power energy with the use of renewable energy
sources, and eliminate the requirement on
mandatory conclusion of an investment contract
and agreement with authorized body as well as
reporting on them.

The alterations to the Law “On support of
renewable energy sources” propose to exclude
the capacity limitations for facilities when
considering such facilities as producing the
power energy with the renewable energy sources.
For the purposes of investing and attraction of
loans by the investors, the amendments provide
the investors with the right of preliminary
agreement’s conclusion whereas the
Government will be entitled to elaborate the
model contract for sale and purchase of power
energy. Pursuant to the changes, the
Government is expected to elaborate the rules of
determination, approval and revision of fixed
tariffs on power energy supply.
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The Rules come into force 10 days after the day
of official publication. At the moment of the Tax

and Legal Alert, the Rules were not published.6

Proposed laws

Amendments to the legislation
concerning support of renewable energy
sources

The draft law “On amendments and additions to
some legislative acts of the Republic of
Kazakhstan on support of use of renewable
energy sources” is elaborated by the Ministry of
Industry and New Technologies and proposes
changes to certain legal acts, including the Code
of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On
administrative violations”, Land Code, the Law
“On natural monopolies and regulated markets”,
the Law “On power energy” and the Law “On
support of use of renewable energy sources”.

The introduced amendments to the Law “On
power energy” are aimed at reduction of barriers
for functioning of organizations, producing the

The fixed tariff is a fixed amount, adjusted for a
term, determined by the Government, and
applicable from the moment of conclusion of the
power energy sale and purchase contract. The
approved tariffs on power energy supply will be
indexed to the rate of inflation annually. Also,
such tariffs will be revised with due
consideration of the accomplishment of target
values and necessity of support of investment
attractiveness.

Currently, the sale price of power energy should
not exceed the amount indicated in feasibility
study of the project.

Fixed tariffs will be applicable to newly-
constructed facilities and to reconstructed
facilities with the replacement of more than 50%
of existing basic generating equipment.

Under amendments to the Land Code, the state
authorities are entitled to withdraw land plots
for the purposes of renewable energy facilities’
construction in exceptional circumstances.

The proposed law is approved in the first reading
of Majilis on 8 May, 2013. 7
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The bill on pension coverage

The proposed law “On pension coverage” is
drawn up by the Ministry of Labor and Social
protection and aimed at improvement of
legislation in the sphere of pension coverage,
establishment of the Fund for sustainability of
the pension system, transparency of
management of pension assets and lowering of
administrative expenses of the accumulator
pension system. The bill seeks to introduce
three packages of amendments: establishment of
the Unified accumulation pension fund, increase
of the retirement age for women as well as
change of the mandatory professional pension
contributions.

The first package of amendments proposes
establishment of a Unified accumulator pension
fund (“UAPF”) on the base of “Accumulating
Pension fund “GNPF” JSC. The UAPF will be
created in the form of a joint-stock company and

The pension rules, drawn up by UAPF and
stipulating the rights and obligations, the
liability of the UAPF and depositors as well as
other special provisions, shall be deemed as the
agreements on pension coverage on the basis of
mandatory pension contributions and
mandatory professional pension contributions.
The agreement on pension coverage by the
means of mandatory pension contributions or
mandatory professional pension contributions is
considered as the contract of adhesion. The
rates of maximum amounts of commission
remuneration for UAPF are lowered up to 10%
from the investment income in lieu of 15%, for
pension assets – from 0,05% to 0,025% per
month.

In order to attract voluntary pension
contributions, the draft law envisages the
regulations for establishment and functioning of
voluntary accumulator pension funds (“VAPF”).

5

created in the form of a joint-stock company and
function as a non-commercial organization.
The sole founder and shareholder of the UAPF
will be the Government of RK. The UAPF is
proposed to serve as the sole organization,
conducting attraction of pension contributions,
maintenance of individuals’ pension accounts
and further payments of pension contributions.

The management of pension assets will be
carried by the National Bank of RK in the virtue
of trust management agreement, concluded by
the National Bank, the Government and UAPF.
The investment strategy will be approved by the
Council on management of UAPF’s pension
assets – advisory and consultative body of the
President of RK. Additionally to that, the
National Bank will serve as the custodian bank,
being a depositary of pension savings. Currently
operating accumulator pension funds (“APF”)
will preserve their assets and will be able to
continue activities as managers of the
investment portfolio or as a voluntary
accumulator pension fund. All pension savings
are to be consolidated from APFs to UAPF prior
to 1 July, 2013.

voluntary accumulator pension funds (“VAPF”).

Thus, the VAPF may bring in voluntary and
voluntary professional pension payments, act as
a trust manager of voluntary pension
contributions and manage pension assets of
UAPF as the investment portfolio manager. The
National Bank will perform prudential
regulation of the activities of accumulator
pension funds.

Pursuant to the changes with regard to pension
age of women, the amendments propose gradual
increase starting from 2014 within 10 years, with
annual increase of 6 months. Consequently, by
year of 2023, the retirement age will be unified
for both men and women and will be established
at 63 years. Women, who gave birth to five or
more children and brought them up to eight-year
age, will be entitled to pension payments at the
age of 53. The pension of women, retiring after
2018, will be composed of: basic pension, and
labor pension from the budget corresponding to
the labor experience prior to 1 January, 1998.
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The amendments introduce mandatory
professional contributions in the amount of 5%
of the payroll with regard to employees involved
in hazardous employment. The list of hazardous
employment will be approved by the
Government and reconsidered on a periodic
basis. As a result, the load on an employer will
not be increased as the charge amount to
professional pension system will be allocated to
deductions when making tax payments. Also,
the contracts on pension coverage, concluded
prior to the enforcement of the Law “On pension
coverage”, will be transferred by APFs to UAPF.

In the meantime, APFs are obliged to return
licenses within 10 days after termination. The
validity of licenses is cancelled from the date,
following the date of signing of an act on transfer
and acceptance of pension assets and
obligations. Nevertheless, the organizations,

working on the draft of the Law on ratification of
the Convention (and amendments to it) between
the governments of Kazakhstan and
Luxembourg for the avoidance of double
taxation.

This document will allow Kazakhstan and
Luxembourg to provide the opportunity to the
taxpayers to pay the tax only once in one of the
Contracting States.

The Convention also extends cooperation of the
tax authorities of the two countries in order to
prevent tax evasion and eliminate double
taxation of the legal entities and individuals.

It will be recalled that the Convention has been
signed by the Governments of two countries as
of 26 June 2008, but has since remained not
ratified (i.e. had no legal force). The fact that
Parliament has started the procedures for
ratifying the Convention suggests that the
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obligations. Nevertheless, the organizations,
holding a license on investment management of
pension assets, are entitled to inquire with the
authorized body for issuance of license for
investment portfolio’s management after return
of the license on investment management of
pension assets.

APF, holding license on attraction of pension
contributions and on investment management of
pension assets, provided that the validity of such
licenses is cancelled in accordance with the
proposed law, which did not obtain a license on
investment management, are subject to
liquidation as consisted with the civil legislation
of RK.

The draft law was approved by the upper
Chamber of the Parliament and circulated to the
President for singning.8

Draft of the Law on ratification and
amendments to Kazakhstan-Luxemburg
DTT

We became aware that at the plenary session
dated 30 May 2013 Majilis approved to the

ratifying the Convention suggests that the
Convention may enter into the force in the near
future. 9

The following page contains references to
regulatory documents based on which
this issue was prepared.
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